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ABSTRACT
The rapid growth of Internet-of-things (IoT) software applications
has driven both practitioners and researchers’ attention to methodological approaches for secure IoT development. Security issues for
IoT is special in the way that they include not only software, but
also hardware and network concerns. With the aim at proposing a
methodological approach for secure IoT application development,
we investigated what are security challenges in the context of IoT
development. We reviewed literature and investigated two industry
cases. The preliminary finding results in a list of 17 security challenges with regards to technical, organizational and methodological
perspectives. Cross-case comparison provides initial explanation
about the less emphasis on methodological and organizational security concerns in our cases.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern software-intensive organizations worldwide are moving
towards development approaches that capture both agility and customer value. A popular fast-faced development approaches, such
as Agile, DevOps and Lean Startup, with frequent release and fast
feedback facilitate change management and increase productivity.
However, agility can have severe adverse effects on the strength
of security [1]. The security flaws increase as the software evolves
through multiple iterative changes if they are not addressed. The
picture of software industry nowadays is much larger with the
rapid growth of IT products and services delivered on sensors and
IoT technologies. The number of connected devices available in
worldwide market is approaching 15 billion [9], illustrating the
significant role of IoT application in software industry. IoT applications, for instance, smart home solutions, need to consider a
comprehensive system, from a cloud-based storage and data analysis, end user applications, middleware and hardware devices and
their connectivities. Integrating of IoT hardware-related features
into software-based development and release cycles would be of
concern from both practitioners and researchers. Moreover, the
heterogeneousity of players in IoT market, from large companies,
such as Siemens, Philips and Bosch, to SMEs and startups, means
no-size-fit-all methodological approaches [7].
The awareness and concern by both researchers and practitioners
of security has been increasing in recent years [10]. The number of
reported security vulnerabilities in software systems is on the rise,
which is consistent with the perception that software is developed
with security as an afterthought. With the popularity of IoT and
increase in sensitive data being collected and stored, security is becoming more and more important. In such applications, the border
between software and hardware parts are less visible. Consequently.
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the consideration of security concerns needs to be in a holistic view
and take into account the idiosyncrasies of IoT [7].
We are interested in tackling the security concern and integrating
security assurance approaches into IoT application development.
As a first step, this paper particularly focuses on identifying security
challenges and possible solutions in addressing security concerns
in IoT application development. Our research question is: RQ:
What are security-related challenges in fast-faced development of
IoT applications?. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents background on fast-faced software development, with
Agile and DevOps, and security concerns. Section 3 describes two
IoT case companies. Section 4 presents security-related challenges.
Discussion and conclusion is presented Section 5 and Section 6,
respectively.

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Enabling various devices to exchange data and to communicate
over the Internet is the basis of Internet-of-things [15, 17]. Sun and
Wang [15] defines IoT as a network of sensors or other information
sensing equipments, as agreed in the protocols and any objects
connected to the Internet, exchange information and communicate
with each other to realize the intelligent identification, location,
tracking, monitoring and management of the objects. IoT adoption
has spread across a wide range of domains, not just household use,
but also to regulated domains, e.g., medical and health-care [6].
In terms of security for IoT applications we are referring to software security, specifically the practice of implementing measures
throughout the software development process to ensure that core
security goals are achieved [12, 14]. These core goals are generally,
confidentiality, integrity and availability [14]. The measures implemented for improving security are referred to security controls,
which are safeguards to counter or to mitigate security risks that
may compromise the confidentiality, integrity and availability of
the system and its data [11].
IoT applications are complex systems with multifaceted architectural and abstraction layers, hence ensuring their software security
is challenging [2, 4, 8, 17]. It is even more difficult to maintain
and to improve their security when there are frequent software
changes, which is the case in agile environments [1]. Adelyar and
Norta [1] found that agile practices were linked to issues that could
manifest into severe security flaws. Realizing the importance of
security and prevalence of agile practices, other researchers have focused on tailoring agile approaches to ensure software security, e.g.,
Beznosov [3] and Ghani et al. [5]. Beznosov [3] proposed Extreme
Security Engineering, which adopts agile software development
and eXtreme Programming into security engineering. Ghani et al.
[5] modified the roles and practices for eXtreme Programming by
introducing a new role titled “Security Master” to specifically focus
on ensuring that software security concerns are addressed throughout the process. Therefore, there are studies focusing on agile and
security, however, there is still a need to better understand specific
security-related challenges that can be addressed by tailoring agile
practices.
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METHODOLOGY

The list of challenge was initiated by looking at SE literature. We
identified a set of security challenges that have been experienced
in industrial projects [6, 8, 15, 17]. With little knowledge on the
topic, we conducted two exploratory case studies with startups
as a unit of analysis. The cases were selected because (1) they
developed software solution based on connected devices, and (2)
our close contact with the CEOs, which enabled insight from the
cases. The data was collected via interviews with CEOs and CTOs
of the startups.
Case1: STATSports, referred to as Case1 from here on in, is a
startup company that has quickly grown to be one of the leading
suppliers of performance tracking and monitoring systems for elite
sports. Due to the success of their systems, they are expanding into
the area of IoT. They are currently in the planning phase of the development of a wireless body-area-network that will be connected to
a cloud-storage system. The system will enable multiple users with
access to a mobile application or a computer desktop web-browser
to monitor the performance, movement and health information of
elite sports players in real time through the cloud-storage system.
Case2: Aquaccare, referred to as Case2 from here on in, is a
Trondheim-based startup in aquaculture. The company is developing a water environment monitoring and peer-to-peer consultancy
application for South-East Asian market. The company was selected
as top 20 IoT startups in Vietnamese startup contests and funded
under Korean goverment’s incubator program. The company is
finalizing a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) for fund raising by
March 2017. The current teams included three software engineers,
one electronic engineer and a UX designer.
In the first case (STATSports), we were able to have multiple
insights as two of the co-authors, the second and the third authors,
are working as a security researcher/consultant and a developer, respectively. In the second case (aquaccare.com), the first author was
a part of the management board, which enables the understanding
on product prototyping and development.
The challenges were placed into categories. The categories emerged
from the data and were constructed ’a posteriori’. They were then
placed in a table to enable a cross-case comparison of the challenges.
The approach followed is common in coding of qualitative data [13].
The list was also refined based on input from practitioners from the
two case companies and other security researchers at Norwegian
University of Science and Technology and Regulated Software Research Centre, as well as practitioners from a Norwegian company
Nordic Semiconductor to look at the list. The list is also public to a
Quora forum for open discussion.
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SECURITY-RELATED CHALLENGES IN IOT

Security-related challenges were found under three categories,
namely methodological, organizational and technical challenges,
as shown in Table 1. The asterisk (∗) in column four and five represents the relevance of the challenges in each case (Case1 and
Case2). Methodological challenges relate to the difficulties companies found in integrating security identification, analysis, testing
and monitoring in their development methodology. Organizational
challenges relate to company’s policies, factors about market and
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Table 1: List of Challenges with addressing security in IoT
Categories
Methodological
Methodological
Methodological
Methodological
Methodological
Methodological
Organizational
Organizational
Organizational
Organizational
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical

Challenges
Description
Incorporating security require- Considering security as a backlog item in iterative development
ments in Agile software development process
Security assurance approaches Security test is complex to define, plan and execute, involving
security experts and other stakeholders
Run-time security
Security patches and updates need to be implemented and delivered timely during system operations
Security for legacy code
Adding security into an existing IoT infrastructure, significant
change impact
Prioritizing security controls
Due to a vast number of security controls the challenge is prioritizing and release planning without compromising security
properties for each release
Security requirement evolution Security objectives, requirements, controls might change overtime
Security for 3rd party compo- Developers have no clue about how secure 3rd party components
nents are
Market-specific regulatory re- Market-specific regulatory compliance and security standards,
quirements and security stan- policies and goals need to be taken into consideration
dards, policies and goals
Variety of bespoken security re- Security requirements vary from different customers, different
quirements
application domains
Human factors in operating se- Threats related to permission, priviliges and access control durcurity
ing system operation
Comprehensive understanding architectural consideration of security at sensor, network, apof the architecture for IoT secu- plication and data storage level
rity
Ensuring data security
Identifying and implementing appropriate security controls in
order to ensure data confidentiality, integrity and availability
Network portability
network size and structure in an IOT system can dynamically
change.
Inter-related to other non- Security is often closely related to safety and privacy
functional requirements
Physical resource constraints
Security mechanisms for IoT nodes, which are often limited
by physical memory constraints, computational powers and
storages
Heterogeneous and distributed IoT application heavily builds on top of machine-to-machine
systems
communication, which adds a level of complexity in terms of
mitigating security-related threats
Complex data-flow
Understanding the data flow around their system and what
assets need to be protected

external stakeholders. Technical challenges relate to specific security concerns when designing and implementing IoT applications.
In Case1, there appears to be more demands at methodological
and organizational levels than the ones in Case2. This is most likely
because of the difference in the target markets. The customers for
Case1 have a high demand on data security because their product
will collect and analyze sensitive data, such as health information.
Hence, both the IoT application as well as the testing and development process need to comply with regulatory requirements and
standards. This is because the final product needs to comply with
regulatory requirements for software security and data protection
in both the European and US market. Thus it is not surprising that

Case1
∗

Case2

∗
∗
∗
∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗
∗
∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

Case1 currently faces more security-related challenges than Case2.
In addition, Case1 appears to be more in need of tailoring their current agile development process to address their security challenges.
Case2 seems to be more focused on technical challenges. At present
the company has not yet considered delivering security as part of
sprint delivery. There are no security specific tests and code reviews.
In organizational perspective, both companies are concerned with
the adoption of OSS (open source software) components as some
of them lack security-related documentation. For Case2 the hidden
security challenge lies in the fact that they are targeting several
different Asian markets with unclear security regulations.
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DISCUSSION

The preliminary investigation on the cases gave an impression that
security is less concerned in comparison to functional and other
non-functional requirements. Even though security was mentioned
as an important value for the IoT products, it seems to be insufficient
practical consideration of security during product development.
Our two cases are characterized as early stage startup product development, so there would be limitation in applicability of security
concerns for legacy code or various customer requirements. The
small scale development in our cases might limit methodological
demands, i.e. security engineering and processes. It seems that
security is viewed from a static snapshot of product development,
without taking into account organization, human and other context
factors.
While considering security as a non-functional requirement,
security assurance can leverage existing requirement engineering
techniques, processes and practices. Security bugs can be treated
as other issues in issue tracking systems. We argue that emerging
security challenges, is the consideration of security assurance in
IoT context, where software and hardware plays a inseparable role
in providing customer value. Security concerns in IoT application
is also unique in the comparison to sensor networks or mobile
communication networks due to the concerns at application and
cloud layers. Moreover, IoT applications are domain specific, so the
security assurance approach need to take into account the context.
The specific yet comprehensive concerns on security would be a
methodological challenge for IoT development.
Jacobson argues that domain-specific approaches are needed to
address IoT-related challenges [7]. Current security engineering
approaches, especially in embedded systems, can be formal and
laborious. Given that many companies are using or switching to
Agile method, the question is how to tailor the methods to tackle
security-related challenges that IoT companies are facing. Such
companies might spend days in their Sprints to identify and resolve
security threats. We propose an iterative and continuous approach
to addressing security, which is an adaption of iterative software
development and continuous delivery. This will promote awareness
of security concerns and improve the likelihood of delivering secure IoT applications. The approach should also take into account
IoT-specific security threats by adopting steps from threat modeling
[16], which is a key aspect of security engineering. Identifying and
implementing appropriate security controls to ensure regulatory
compliance for certain target markets should be part of the process.
It is important to note that this will mitigate the security-related
challenges that we have classified as methodological and organizational. The technical challenges need more technological focus
rather than a process-oriented solution.

6

CONCLUSION

Methodology for securing IoT application appears as a quickly
emerging research topic. We studied literature in software and
system engineering and two IoT startup cases to explore securityrelated challenges during product development. We identified and
discussed 17 security challenges in technical, organizational and
methodological categories. The preliminary result in two cases
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showed that companies would need supports with tailoring a process to address these challenges.
Although the challenge list was formed from both literature and
expert opinions, the security challenges were mainly discussed in
two early-stage IoT development projects. For the future work, we
will investigate further the two cases and include other cases with
various domain application and organizational sizes to validate
our initial observation. The inclusion of projects in more mature
stages, i.e. manufacturing and maintenance, might give different
emphasis in our challenge list. We are also working towards a
security engineering approach for Agile development. We also
plan to proceed with the study by mapping current set of practices,
processes to deal with such challenges.
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